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Chapter 2: A little bit of not very abstract measure theory
2.1 Why we do need this stuff in financial mathematics
A modern probability theory is measure-theoretic since such approach brings
rigour. For a pure mathematician it is a sufficient argument but [probably] not for a
financial engineer, who has to solve concrete business problems with the least
efforts. Well, it is possible to learn some financial mathematics with a calculusbased probability theory and without functional analysis at all. An ultimate
example is a textbook “Financial Calculus: An Introduction to Derivative Pricing” by
M. Baxter and A. Rennie (1996). However, avoiding a “complicated” mathematics
is akin hiding a head in the sand instead of meeting the challenge face to face. Just
to mention that [as we will further see] the price of any financial derivative
(contingent claim) is nothing else but the expectation of its payoff under the riskneutral probability measure. In order to study the properties of the Wiener process
(which was informally introduced in §1.1) we need to understand an
convergence; the functional space

-

is an excellent example of an interplay

between the measure theory and the functional analysis. Considering the relation
between an (economically plausible) no-arbitrage assumption and an existence of
the equivalent risk neutral measure, one needs Hahn-Banach theorem. Finally,
many computational (!) problems imply [numerical] solutions of Partial
Differential Equations (PDEs), for which the functional analysis is essential.
Both measure theory and functional analysis are deservedly considered
complicated and pretty abstract. But the problem lies mostly in the teaching style:
in order to introduce as much stuff as possible within a limited time the lecturers
present an abstract theory, which is rigorous, concise … and totally unobvious
since the historical origins are omitted.
I will, however, try to select the topics such that they are closely related to the
financial mathematics and / or help to elucidate the “main thread”.
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2.2 Lebesgue measure on
2.2.1 Some edifying problems
Lebesgue measure on

is a generalization of the notion of length1. Note

that sometimes any measure is considered to generalize a length but (as can be
proved) the Lebesgue measure is the only one, which is translation invariant (an
obvious requirement to a “length”).
As the first step we consider a measure on an interval
whole real line because the “length” of

rather than on the

is obviously unbounded; this fact would

bring some technical problems. However, the “boundness” of the underlying space
does not matter much for a general [abstract] measure theory, which allows to
introduce not only the [translation invariant] Lebesgue measure on Euclidian space
but also a lot of other measures on many other spaces. After getting familiar
with the Lebesgue measure on

it is much easier to understand the generalized

ideas of the measure theory. The choice of the interval bounds is of course
arbitrary, we could have considered any [finite] interval
Note: In elementary analysis one learns that
But if we consider

as a starting point.
is an open subset of

by itself, it is assumed to be both open and closed.

This assumption can be motivated as follows: whatever point of
consider, it belongs to

.
we

together with some neighbourhood and thus

is open. On the other hand all converging sequences have their limits
in

and thus it is closed. In this context the sequences “converging” to

or to do not have limits since these points do not exist in underlying space.
Analogously, if we considered an interval

as an underlying subspace, it

also would be both open and closed.

1

In
it, respectively, generalizes the idea of area, in
the idea of volume. At the beginning we, however, shall
stick to
since there are some (mostly technical) problems for
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Lebesgue measure was developed as a tool, which helped to generalize the
Riemann integral2. An old, good Riemann integral turned out to be not so good,
when one started to require rigour and generality. Here are just some problems:
Problem 1 (non-integrable functions): The Dirichlet function, defined as

is not Riemann integrable.
Problem 2 (interchange of an integral and a limit): Consider a sequence of
functions, defined on the domain

as follows:

Figure 2.2.1.1
po int wise
One has f k ( x) ⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ f ( x) ≡ 0 but for any

it holds that

∫

1

0

f k dx = k ⋅

1
=1
k

Problem 3 (calculation of a multiple integral): Consider a function

2

H. Lebesgue formulated the measure theory in 1901. In 1933 A.N. Kolmogorov suggested a measure-theoretic
axiomatics for the probability theory.
So learning measure theory, one kills two birds with one stone, since both Lebesgue integral and measure-theoretic
probability are the essential for financial engineer.
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3D-plot of

Then
but

.

To check this result you can either let integrals.com help you or note that
x2 − y 2
( x 2 + y 2 )2

=

x2 + y 2
2 y2
−
( x 2 + y 2 )2 ( x 2 + y 2 )2

=

1
2 y2
−
( x 2 + y 2 ) ( x 2 + y 2 )2

/

⎛ y ⎞
= ⎜ 2
2 ⎟
⎝ x + y ⎠y

2.2.2 Some typical systems of sets and the system of elementary sets
Definition 2.2.2.1

and

An interval is a set of the following types:

. The Lebesgue measure of an interval

is defined as

So it is nothing else but the length of an interval, denoted with
Definition 2.2.2.2

A subset

of

,

,
.

.

is called an elementary set if it can

be represented as a finite(!) union of pairwise disjoint(!) intervals, i.e.
. The Lebesgue measure of an elementary set is defined as

Warning!

I introduced the Definitions 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2 somewhat

prematurely. A purist would at first deal exceptionally with the length (rather than
with the measure) because later the Lebesgue measure will be defined differently;
4
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such that is will make sense not only for the intervals and the elementary sets3.
However, I believe that pedagogically it is better to emphasize the connection of
the length and the measure from very beginning. And to preserve the consistency I
will later show (first informally, then formally) that Definitions 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2
fit to more general Definition 2.2.3.1 .
A set, whose elements are, themselves, sets is sometimes called a system of
sets. We consider some very important cases.
Definition 2.2.2.3

A system of subsets

of an [abstract nonempty] space

is called ring if:
(R1)
(R2)
Remark 2.2.2.1

A

A ring is closed under -operation since

A

B

A

Figure 2.2.2.1

Example 2.2.2.1
Proof.

Let

A system

of all elementary sets on

and

. Then
since

interval or point or an empty set).

3

A suggestion to an enthusiastic reader: Have a look at the Definition 2.2.3.1 .
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One easily checks (exercise!) that the difference of two intervals is an elementary
.

set. Now consider the interval

. Similarly

It holds:
this and since

and

(

is read: an interval

in

. Due to

one has
without points that are neither in

nor

).
.

Finally

■
Definition 2.2.2.4

A system of subsets

of a space

is called algebra if:

(A1)
(A2)
It holds that

(and hence by (A2)

) since

Comparing (R2) and (A2) one sees that if

then

.
is algebra. On the other

hand every algebra is a ring (prove it yourself or look at Theorem 2.2.2.1).
Neither ring, nor algebra are sufficient for our goals since a lot of “interesting” sets
are obtained through countably-infinite(!) number of set-theoretic operations.
That’s why we consider a notion of a -algebra (sometimes called -field), which
plays the key role both in measure- and probability theory.
Definition 2.2.2.5

A system of subsets

of a space

is called -algebra

if:
(sA1)
(sA2)
Example 2.2.2.2

of all subsets of a set

A system
) denoted as

is a -algebra. A powerset of
or
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Note that the number of elements in a -algebra can be uncountable but (sA1) only
guaranties that a -algebra is closed under a countably(!) infinite union.
Every -algebra is an algebra (why?) but the converse is not true as the following
example shows:
Example 2.2.2.3

subsets of

Let

and

be a system, containing all finite

(including ) and their complements; so (A2) holds automatically. As

to (A1) it holds too since a finite union of the finite sets is again a finite set.
However, (sA1) fails since if we take a countably infinite union of the sets,
containing just one point, we obtain a set which is not in

Theorem 2.2.2.1

A

-algebra is closed under

intersection), (complement) and
Proof.

(i)

.

(countably infinite

(symmetric difference) operations.

-closedness follows from De Morgan’s law, which states that
. Indeed

except for those which belong to all
elements, which do belong to all
(ii) Let

contains all elements of
’s. Thus

consists of the

’s but this is exactly

. It holds

.

thus the -closedness follows

from (i) and (sA2).

Figure 2.2.1.4

.

(iii) Follows from (ii) and (sA1) since

■
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Analogously to the transition from an algebra to a -

algebra one can introduce a -ring so that (R1) becomes
.

(sR1)
In (sA1)

can be replaced with

. In (sR1) it cannot.

Theorem 2.2.2.1 shows that a -algebra is very comfortable to work with: we can
be sure that we will not transgress its bounds, applying any feasible set-theoretic
operation to a countably(!) infinite number of operands. However, a non-countable
intersection or union of the elements of a ¾-algebra does not necessarily belongs to
it (although it may). In Example 2.2.2.2 we learnt two examples of sigma-algebras,
which are though “trivial” but important. Even more “interesting” is
Example 2.2.2.4 (Borel

-algebra on (0; 1))

Borel ¾-algebra on a

[topological] space (0; 1), denoted by B ((0; 1)) or just by B if the underlying space
is unambiguous, is the ¾-algebra generated by all open intervals4 that belong to
(0; 1) .

It means that in order to “construct” B we must take all open intervals. Either all
closed intervals, since a closed interval is a complement of its open counterpart(s).
So if the closed intervals were not in B, (sA2) would fail. Finally, we have to
include in B any set, which can be obtained by means of not-more-than-countablyinfinite number of set-theoretic operations on open and closed intervals. The
elements of B are called Borel sets. Of course we cannot highlight all Borel sets
but here are some distinguished examples:
(i) Any interval (in the sense of Definition 2.2.2.1) is in B , since
T
1
1
(a; b] = 1
k=1 (a; b + k ). Indeed, if a point x 2 (a; b] then x 2 (a; b + k ) 8k . On
T
1
the other hand if x 2 1
k=1 (a; b + k ) , i.e. x belongs to every open interval
(a; b + k1 ), it cannot be so that x > b since than we have (b ¡ x) = ² > 0 ; ² can be

4

Usually one defines as a sigma-algebra, generated by all open sets. But on
equivalent to some at most countable disjoint union of open intervals.
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very small but it is fixed. However, there will be a k0 such that

1
k

< ² 8k > k0 but

then x 2
= (a; b + k1 ) 8k > k0 a 5 .
(ii) It immediately follows that all elementary sets are in B .
T
1
(iii) All single points are in B since a = 1
k =1 [a; a + k ) .
(iv) All countably-infinite sets and in particular Q \ (0; 1) , i.e. a set of
rational numbers within the interval (0; 1) , are in B .
(v) All open sets are in B because every open set on

can be represented

as at most countable union of open intervals (indeed, even as a disjoint union).
It is pretty difficult to give an example of a non-Borel set, although such sets do
exist.
Remark 2.2.2.3 (only for overenthusiastic readers)

Borel ¾-algebra B(X)

can be defined on an arbitrary topological space X, i.e. a space on which a notion
of an open set is [somehow] defined. An Euclidian space Rn is a topological space.
Any metric and normed space (later we will learn some of them) is a topological
space, in which the topology is induced by the metric (resp. by the norm).
On the other hand it often hardly makes sense to speak about Borel ¾-algebra on a
probability space (or a set of events), since it is not [necessarily] endowed with a
topology6. For example, suppose we toss a coin two times. Then the probability
space is Ð = fT T; T H; HT; HHg where T stands for tail, and H for head. Even if
we define (somehow) the system of open sets on Ð, it hardly brings us anything (in
such a simple case).
But still the idea of the Borel ¾-algebra is essential in probability theory,
since events are mapped in R1 (in the simplest cases), which is a topological space.
So we couple

and the sigma-algebra of events … but let us postpone it to

the chapter on stochastic processes.
The last but not the least important system of sets we consider is a semiring.
5

Symbol a means „a contradiction“.
Although it may be and moreover, the spaces endowed both with topology and measure are actively studied in
probability theory. But once again: a topology is not a must for a probability space!
6
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Semirings are important, for instance, for the measures on product spaces, e.g.
is an [ -time] Cartesian product of

. Measures on the product spaces are

directly related the Problem 3 of §2.2.1
Definition 2.2.2.6

A system of subsets

of a space

is called a semiring

if:
(smR1)
(smR2)
(smR3) if

then there exist a disjoint sequence
such that
(i) A system

Example 2.2.2.5

of all half-open intervals

in

(including an “empty interval”) is a semiring.
(ii) A system

of all intervals (in the sense of the Definition 2.2.2.1) is a semiring.

Proof.

(i) (smR1) holds since we include an “empty interval”, i.e. an interval which
contains no points in

. Consider two half-open intervals

are disjoint than

and

. If they

. If not, then:

●either one of them includes another, let without loss of generality
, so
●or (letting w.l.o.g.

and
)

.
and

(ii) Exercise.
■
In Example 2.2.2.4 we introduced the Borel -algebra “constructively”: we
specified the “basic” system of sets (i.e. all open intervals) and the operations to be
done in order to obtain B ((0; 1)). One says that the system of all open sets
generates Borel -algebra or, in other words, the Borel -algebra is the smallest algebra, which contains all open sets.

10
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Often such “constructive” specification is not possible and that’s why we need a
technical formal
Consider an arbitrary [nonempty] space

Definition 2.2.2.7

arbitrary [nonempty] system of its subsets
ring) generated by
rings) containing

. A

and an

-algebra (resp. an algebra, a

is defined as an intersection of all -algebras (resp. algebras,
, i.e.
(2.2.2.1)

Remark 2.2.2.4

To show the correctness of the Definition 2.2.2.7 one still

needs to prove that
there is no -algebra
strictly includes

is indeed a -algebra. Moreover, one has to show that
, such that

and

(“ ” means here that

).

So:
(i) Consider a countably infinite sequence of sets
which belongs to every

. Thus

all elements of

. Note that the index can run

through more than countably-infinite set, the statement still holds true.
Since

is a -algebra

,

belongs to every

Analogously one proves that
(ii) Assume that

and thus to

.

and

. But it

.

is a

-algebra containing

immediately follows from (2.2.2.1) that

, hence

.
■

Also note that Definition 2.2.2.7 would not pass for the semirings. Indeed,
for the space

we have that
are semirings but

and
is not.

Example 2.2.2.6

(i) B ((0; 1)) is a -algebra generated by all open (and all closed) sets on
It follows from the definition of B ((0; 1)) .

11
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of all elementary sets on

semiring , i.e. the system of all intervals on
(iii) One can prove that the

is a ring, generated by the
(prove it as an exercise!)

-algebra generated by

( denoted

B ((0; 1)) (exercise!). Note that B ((0; 1)) is also generated by

) is

.

2.2.3 Assigning the length to the possibly largest system of sets

Before going on let us make a short revision. So far we started with the
natural idea of length for the intervals. Then we naturally extended it to the system
of all elementary sets

, which is a ring. Indeed

but had we taken

is even algebra, since

it would not be the case.

Now our goal is to assign the “length” to the possibly largest system
subsets of

.

must include

(and thus

of

is called the system of Lebesgue measurable sets. Of course

algebra (it will ☺). A

). Moreover, it will be nice if

turns out to be a -

-algebra is desired since it is closed under all feasible

countably-infinite set-theoretic operations so [feasibly] dealing with measurable
sets we can be sure that the result is still a measurable set.
We learnt an interesting example of the Borel -algebra, which is generated by
and thus is a good candidate. However, it turns out that

is larger than

, i.e.

there are sets that are Lebesgue measurable but do not belong to the Borel

-

algebra.
The main idea is to approximate a set to be “measured” by not-more-thancountably infinite number of sets, for which the “measure”=length is already
defined.
Definition 2.2.3.1

of

Consider an arbitrary set

. An outer measure

is defined as
(2.2.3.1)
12
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that is as the at-most-countably infinite covering of

with intervals with the least

total length. Note that we can find such covering for any subset
,
the union

and

of

, since

. Also note that the intervals in

are not necessarily disjoint.

The quantity

is a bad candidate for the inner measure since then a pretty “simple” set
(

stands for the set of rational numbers) would be non-

measurable. Indeed,

but

because every interval contains at

least one rational point but there is no rational point in

, so

does not contain

any interval.
That’s why the inner measure of

is defined as
(2.2.3.2)

In other words one approximates the complement of

from outside; recall (sA2)

from the Definition 2.2.2.5 and you will see that we just made the first step
towards a sigma-algebra.
If

then the set

is called Lebesgue measurable and we

define its Lebesgue measure
(2.2.3.3)
Once again, recall that at the beginning of this chapter the Lebesgue measure was
claimed to generalize an idea of the length. It means that (2.2.3.3) should not
contradict to the Definitions 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2. And it really does not! Right now
13
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I informally(!) show that the Lebesgue measure of any interval
with its length. Consider an arbitrary interval
. The least coverage of
length of

coincides

with endpoints

in the sense of (2.2.3.1) is

is equal to its outer measure

its complement, i.e. of

from

and

,

itself7, so the

. Respectively, the least covering of

is

so according to (2.2.3.2)
.

To go further, we need to prove some auxiliary statements; they are useful to
show that
set from

is a -algebra as well as for a formal proof of the fact that for every
(and thus from

) its length and its Lebesgue measure coincide, i.e. the

fact that there is no contradiction between (2.2.3.3) and Definitions 2.2.2.1 2.2.2.2.
All these statements, which we are going to consider now, are technical and
most of them are “obvious”. However, some are worth paying attention because
when we start dealing with an abstract measure (which is essential for the theory of
stochastic processes) you will see a lot of analogies. But if you are short of time,
you may (without vital losses) skip the proofs marked with

.

Lemma 2.2.3.1 (additivity in ) Let

for
Proof.

and

with

. Then

Since

.

are disjoint and their union constitutes an interval,

one has

. Thus the length of
, which is the length of

a1

Figure 2.2.3.1

is
.

b2

a2
b1

a3

b3

An interval as a union of three disjoint intervals
■

7

This statement is informal, although [should be] intuitively clear.
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instead of the interval

, the proof of Lemma 2.2.3.1 would be

much more complicated.
and consider two representations8 of

Let

Lemma 2.2.3.2

sense of the Definition 2.2.2.2:

and

in the
. Then

.
Proof.

It holds that

.

Note that the union on the right-hand side is actually a union of disjoint sets. By
Lemma 2.2.3.1
from

. Since

the

same

is a disjoint union too,

Lemma

follows

that

■
Remark 2.2.3.2 Lemma 2.2.3.2 shows that for any elementary set

its length is well-defined:
, where

is an arbitrary representation of

in

the sense of the Definition 2.2.2.2.
Lemma 2.2.3.3 (additivity in ) Let

for
Proof.

the case

. Then

and
.

Since

is a ring and thus -closed, it is sufficient to give a proof for

and then apply induction. Let

“ ” denotes a disjoint union. Since

and
and

are disjoint, it holds that

. Now assign

and
.

Then
8

Figure 2.2.3.1 gives a good example:

,

thus
can be represented as a union of
or as a union of
.

15
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■
Lemma 2.2.3.4 (monotonicity of length in

)

Let

and

.

.

Then
Proof.

We can represent

as a disjoint union

. By Lemma

2.2.3.3
■
Lemma 2.2.3.5 (sigma-subadditivity in

. Then
Proof. Take arbitrary

)

Let

and

.
. There exist a closed (and hence compact) interval

and open intervals

such that

and
Heine-Borel theorem

( )
. It holds that

for sufficiently large (but finite)

and by
.

Now define the following sets (and try to sketch the idea graphically):

……………………….
These sets are elementary and disjoint (by construction).
Moreover,

. By Lemmas 2.2.3.3 and 2.2.3.4 (additivity and

monotonicity in ) we obtain

From ( ) it follows that

That is

. Since is arbitrary, the statement holds.
16
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■
Lemma 2.2.3.6 (sigma-additivity in

and

for

)

Let

. Then

Proof. For all

,

.

in holds that

and

.

Thus it follows from the additivity and monotonicity of length that
for all

. The sequence of partial sums

monotonically grows with
we have

and is bounded. Hence letting

. The converse inequality follows from sigma-

subadditivity of length.
Remark 2.2.3.3

■
The

-additivity is a key property of any [abstract]

measure. In case of the underlying space

the -additivity follows from

the additivity (due to Heine-Borel theorem) but generally it is not the case. We will
see an example of additive but not sigma-additive function when we consider the
abstract measure theory.
Lemma 2.2.3.7 (sigma-subadditivity in

. Then
Proof.

Let

and

.

By definition of an elementary set, there exist the following

representations of

and

:

,

.

Then
Since

)

.
we may apply Lemma 2.2.2.5 (subadditivity in ) and obtain

where in ( ) we used Remark 2.2.3.2 .
17
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So by additivity and monotonicity in

the following holds

■
Lemma 2.2.3.8 (sigma-additivity in

for

and

)

Let

,

. Then

.

Proof. Analogous to that of Lemma 2.2.3.6

■
Lemma 2.2.3.9 (equality of the length and the outer measure

For any interval

it holds that

in )

. In other words one writes

and says that the projection of the outer measure on

coincides with the

length.
Proof. Because

covers itself and its outer measure

coverings, it holds that
On the other hand if

is an infimum of all

.
is covered with some

then by subadditivity

. Since it holds for all such coverings, it also holds that
■
Lemma 2.2.3.10 (equality of the length and the outer measure

For any elementary set

it holds that

in )

that is

.

Proof. Analogous to that of Lemma 2.2.3.9 with the same tricks as in the proof of

Lemma 2.2.3.7
■
Lemma 2.2.3.11 (equality of the length and the Lebesgue measure

For any elementary set

it holds that

Proof. According to Lemma 2.2.3.10

. Since
Lemma 2.2.3.10

and

that is
for all

is a ring we obtain that

.

18
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definition

of

the

inner

so

measure
.

Additionally, it shows (oh, at the long last!) that Definitions 2.2.2.1 and
2.2.2.2 do not contradict to (2.2.3.3) .
■
The first part of auxiliary statements is over. In particular, we formally
proved monotonicity and additivity of the length, which are its obvious properties.
Either we proved its -additivity, which is less obvious.
Now we consider the second part, which will lead us to the sigma-algebra of
Lebesgue-measurable sets. From now on I will frequently write
compliment) instead of

( stands for

.

Lemma 2.2.3.12 For

define
(2.2.3.4)

Then

. In other words, it does not matter, whether we approximate

from outside by a union of arbitrary intervals or just by a union of open
intervals.
Proof.

The relation

is obvious (open intervals are a subclass of

). To show is the opposite inequality. Take an

. Since

is defined as

an infimum of the lengths of all coverings, there exists a covering
such that
For all

( ).
there exists an open interval

such that

and

( ).
It follows that

. Since
.

arbitrarily small it holds that
19
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■
Remark 2.2.3.4

One can also show that if we define an outer measure of

as

then

Lemma 2.2.3.13

If a set

.

is measurable then its complement

is measurable too.
Moreover,

.

Proof. Due to the measurability of

we have

.

Further

.

Finally
■
Lemma 2.2.3.13 was yet another simple but important step to the sigmaalgebra of the measurable sets. But before we commit another step and prove the
-closedness of the measurable sets, we have to do a lot of work, so be patient.
Next lemma will show the sigma-subadditivity of the outer(!) measure in
i.e. for all subsets of

. However, do not expect the sigma-additivity (or even

additivity) for an outer measure. For the Lebesgue measure it will be the case (on
the sigma-algebra

which is strictly(!) smaller than

). But not for the

outer measure.
Lemma 2.2.3.14 ( -subadditivity of the outer measure)

then

If

.

Proof. By definition of the outer measure we can find for every

such that
It holds that
of

a covering

.
i.e.

is a countable covering

. It is somewhat unusual that we take two ’s but it does not change anything,

since as is well known,

can be enumerated so that we need only one index
20
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; recall how you proved the countability of the set of all rational

numbers in your first Analysis course.
.

Thus
is arbitrary, we yield the claim.

And since

■
Lemma 2.2.3.15 (monotonicity of the outer measure)

If

then

Proof. First we note that the outer measure of an empty set is equal to zero, that is

. Indeed,

where

is arbitrary, so

. And since

the outer measure cannot be negative (why?) we obtain that
Using a technical trick, we write

.

thus by Lemma 2.2.3.14
.
■

Lemma 2.2.3.16 (outer measure of a disjoint countable union of intervals)

for

Let

.

Then

.

Proof. First we recall that

for any

.
. To obtain the

Further by subadditivity

for any [finite]

since we

consider a disjoint union. Thus by monotonicity and the fact that

we

converse inequality, note that

obtain the following
i.e.
Since inequality on the right-hand side holds for all

, it also holds if we let

, that is

■
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Lemma 2.2.3.17 (measurability of open sets) Any open set

is

measurable.
Proof. Since

is open, it can be represented as a finite or countably

infinite disjoint(!) union of open intervals

. In the first case

and thus

, where

measurable. So we consider the case

and

.
. On the

By Lemmas 2.2.3.16 and 2.2.3.12

is a countable disjoint union of [closed]

other hand
intervals

. If

we must also consider

analogously for the right end-point. Some of

and

might consist of a single point but

it does not matter.
Hence

.

Since

it follows by

-additivity in

that
and

finally
■
Consider two open sets

Lemma 2.2.3.18

and

such that

.
Then

.

(Note that

is measurable since it is open – as a finite(!) intersection of

open sets).
Proof.

If both
and

and

consist of a finite number of [open] intervals, i.e.

thus

then

by

additivity

in
whereas
.

In the general case (when

and/or

unions of open intervals) Heine-Borel theorem helps. Let
a closed interval

are the countable disjoint
and consider

. By Heine-Borel theorem there exists a finite covering
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and this covering consists of the opens sets

and

Define the “rests”

and
. Then

sufficiently large

we have

and

and

are open and for
.

it holds

Since

where in

I used subadditivity of the outer measure and measurability of open

sets.
and

On the other hand since

we obtain
(compare to

Moreover,

and

thus applying

).
we finally

obtain

But because can be taken arbitrarily small, we yield the claim.
■
Lemma 2.2.3.19

and

(superadditivity9 of the inner measure)
then

Proof.

.

As a first step consider the case

such that
where

If

. Take two open sets

and

and

is arbitrary. Since

, it holds that

thus

. By Lemma 2.2.3.18

.

But

. Thus
. Letting

obtain

we

which results in
i.e.

But induction we prove the statement for the case
9

.
, where

is finite.

Unlikely you find this term in literature. I introduce it just as a counterpart of the subadditivity of the outer
measure.
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.

Consider

. Further
the outer measure

.

thus

It

holds

and by monotonicity of

and hence
so

.

So the sum at the right-hand side is bounded and thus for
■
Now we are in position to prove the main theorems for the measurable sets.
We start with Vallée Poussin’s measurability criterion, which sometimes is
deservedly accepted as the definition of the measurability10. Informally it says that
a measurable set can be however closely approximated by the elementary sets.
Theorem 2.2.3.2 (completeness of the Lebesgue measure)

(1) The outer measure of any set
measure, i.e.
(2) If
Proof.

is not less that its inner

.
then

is Lebesgue measurable and

.

Due to Lemma 2.2.3.12 there exist two open sets
(

and

are at most countably infinite) such that

, which is compact and thus by Heine-

Consider an interval

Borel theorem can be covered by a finite union of intervals, which constitute
and
So

. We denote this finite union of intervals by

and note that

.

and thus by the monotonicity of the outer measure
and

.

10

Had we done the same, we would make our way to the main theorems somewhat shorter. But then we would miss
, which we have inside of the Definition 2.2.3.1.
a beautiful example of the set
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Consequently

and by
and

i.e.

letting

we

obtain

that

.
Since both inner and outer measures are nonnegative (why?) we yield the
second part of the theorem.
■
Remark 2.2.3.5

The measure completeness is very important property in

the probability theory. Informally it means that a subset (“sub-event”) of an
“impossible” event (i.e. an outcome, which probability measure is zero) is also
“impossible”. Later on we will see an example of an incomplete measure.
Theorem 2.2.3.3 (Vallée-Poussin’s measurability criterion)

is measurable if and only if for any
such

that

,

A set

there exists an elementary set
where

as

you

remember

Proof.

Let

be measurable. Then

or equivalently
.

By definition of the outer measure there exist open sets
that

and

that

. Since

such

thus from

it follows

the following holds

(Lemma 2.2.3.18):

thus
,

Let

and

.

. Choose sufficiently big
and define

such that

. It holds

hence

, where in equality in the middle I
used the fact that
2.2.3.17.

is open (why is it?) and then applied Lemmas 2.2.3.16 -

Further

and

consequently

. Finally by the monotonicity of
the outer measure

.
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and

. It holds (check!)

hence

.

Further

because if
and on the other hand

then

.

Thus

.

Respectively,

.

Putting all together:
that

and since

is arbitrary, it follows

.
■
Remark 2.2.3.6

Let us illustrate an idea of the measurability criterion

graphically. The problem is, however, that we unlikely can draw an expressive
picture for the case when the underlying space is an interval

. But things

would be better in case of an open square

.

Well, if the system

consists of the sets, which

of the elementary sets on

can be represented as a finite disjoint union of the intervals from

, for the case of

it, as you guess, consists of the sets, which are a finite disjoint union
of rectangles from

. Note that

is a semiring (as a Cartesian product

of two semirings)11.
At the Figure 2.2.3.2 it is shown how a circle can be measured in the sense of
Lebesgue / Vallée-Poussin. First we “tightly” cover a circle

with a finite(!)

number of disjoint(!) rectangles; we denote such covering by

. Then take the

symmetric difference

of the circle and its covering (coloured in black). Note

that at this stage we do not require that the circle must be covered completely, i.e.
that

, all we want is to make the symmetric difference small; in the sense

that it can be covered by a set
For

, depicted by red rectangles.

we do require a complete covering, i.e. that

although

consists of rectangles from

. Also note that

it is not necessarily elementary, since

these rectangles need not to be disjoint and their number can be infinite.
11

In the following chapter we will prove it. Note that this is generally not the case for the product of -algebras.
Enthusiastic readers are encouraged to prove by themselves that is indeed a semiring.
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If we can do the job in such a way that for an arbitrary (but given in advance and
afterthat fixed)

we find

and

such that an area of

is less than then

is measurable.
In other words it means that

Figure 2.2.3.2

is however closely approximated by

.

Geometric interpretation of the measurability (measuring a circle)

Measurability criterion is useful for the proof of the following theorems, which are
the essence of our efforts.
Theorem 2.2.3.4

Union, intersection, difference and symmetric difference

of finitely(!) many measurable sets are measurable.
Proof. Let

and
such that

be measurable. Then there exist two elementary sets
and

It holds

.
.
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belongs

to

the

left-hand

side

then

and
and

thus in particular

.

On the other hand
So

.

Since

we are allowed to apply the measurability criterion.

The proof of the measurability of

is reduced to the equality

Further we note that

and

.

And finally extend the proof by induction to the arbitrary but finite number of the
measurable sets.
■
Theorem 2.2.3.5

If the sets

measurable and disjoint then

(countably infinite sequence) are
is measurable and moreover

(i.e. the Lebesgue measure
Proof.

inner

is -additive)

From the subadditivity of the outer measure, the superadditivity of the
measure,

Theorem

2.2.3.2(1)

and

the

fact

that

we obtain:

that is
■
Theorem 2.2.3.6

A countably infinite union of the measurable set (which

are not necessarily disjoint) is measurable. The system of the Lebesgue-measurable
sets on

is a -algebra.
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be measurable and
. Then

. Define

for

and

and

(recall the proof of Lemma 2.2.3.5, where we used a similar trick).

A2

A1

A1
A1
A2

A2
A1
A1
A1

A3

A1
A1
A1

A3

A4
Figure 2.2.3.3

Building

By the previous theorem
, we obtain that

and

(areas in grey).

-s are measurable. Since they are disjoint and
is measurable.

So far we proved that a complement of a measurable set is measurable and that a
countable union of measurable sets is measurable. According to the Definition
2.2.2.5, the system of the Lebesgue-measurable sets is a -algebra.
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In particular (by Theorem 2.2.2.1) it means that a countably infinite intersection of
the measurable sets is measurable too.
■

Theorem 2.2.3.7 (upward continuity of the Lebesgue measure)

Consider an increasing sequence of measurable sets

and let

. Then
or in other words
Proof. We are going to use a simplified version of a trick, depicted at the Figure

2.2.3.3.

Consider

(Note that

because we consider an increasing

sequence of sets).
Then

for

,

and

.

It holds by sigma-additivity of measure that
; as

and by monotonicity of the outer measure
you remember, for a measurable set its

and its

Since the inequality holds for all

are equal.

, we let

and conclude that
.

Converse inequality follows from the fact that

.
■
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2.4 Short glance at Lebesgue measure on the real line + bonus
to

2.4.1 From

In order to introduce the Lebesgue measure on

we could have tried to

proceed analogously to §2.2.3. Of course we would do it with caution since we
would have dealt with sets of infinite measure. In particular, the outer measure
causes no problem but for inner measure we would have confronted an uncertainty:
the “length” of

is infinite thus for any bounded set

(well-defined)

but

we would obtain

(generally

Fortunately, there is a better way: as you remember,

uncertain).

can be represented as a

countable union of disjoint intervals. So we can consider a sequence of intervals
, where

.
. We say that a set

Then
is measurable for every

is measurable if

. We define the measure of

as

and the infinite sum on the right-hand side can either converge to some finite limit
or diverge to

.

One says that the measure
] there exists a sequence
for all

is
(

-finite when for every
countable) such that

. You readily see that the Lebesgue measure on

[even if
and
is sigma-

finite.
The main results we proved for the Lebesgue measure on
case of

hold for the

too. Particularly, the Lebesgue measure on the real line is -additive

and the system

of all measurable sets is a -algebra. However, there are

some theorems, which hold for a finite measure but fail for an infinite one. Right
now we will see an example.
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Theorem 2.4.1.1 (downward continuity of measure: for

but not for

Consider a decreasing sequence of measurable sets
and(!)

)

and let

. Then
or in other words

Proof.

Consider

and

for

and

It holds
Since

.

.
(disjoint union) we obtain

Because

.

an equation

always makes

sense (i.e. we will not confront with something like

).

and thus

By theorem 2.2.3.7

.

But

(sketch a picture to see this!)

So

i.e.
■
Remark 2.4.1.1

The condition

(from which, by monotonicity,

immediately follows that

) cannot be omitted!
,

Consider a sequence of sets
whatever point

we take, there will be
for all(!)

But

. Then

; indeed,

such that

hence

.
.

2.4.2 Cantor’s discontinuum and an example of a non-measurable set

We already know that if a set has a zero outer measure, it is Lebesguemeasurable and its Lebesgue measure is zero, too12. This, in particular, means that
every countable set is Lebesgue-measurable and has measure zero. Indeed, let
,
follows:

is a point in

,

. Take arbitrary
,

12

and cover

as

, etc.

Recall: if such property holds, we say that the measure is complete. Lebesgue measure is complete, but in the next
chapter we will see an example of an incomplete measure.
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Then

, which is however small. Thus one

asks, whether the converse is true, i.e. whether a set with [outer] measure zero is
countable. The answer is negative, as the following example shows.
Example 2.4.2.1 (Cantor set) Consider an interval

and remove

.

its middle open part
What remains is

.
from

As the second step we remove

.

remains13.
We repeat the process and after the -th step it is

Figure 2.4.2.1

Constructing Cantor’s discontinuum

Respectively,
So for

what remains.

will be removed at the -th step. And
we have

. Letting
, where

Cantor set, defined as

.
we obtain the
. Here we

emphasize that the unions are disjoint because it helps us to calculate the measure
of
13

(which is closed and thus measurable).

By intervals and
the upper index
counting from left to right.

means step and the lower index means the number of the interval,
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We have
.

hence

is continuum. Let point

It remains to show that the cardinality of
,

Then

, … , where

Conversely, a sequence

runs through

.

.

converges to a single point (recall the

nested interval lemma from your first Analysis course). Thus there is a bijection
between a point

and a countably-infinite system of indices

in

which every element (except the 1st) runs at least through two values
independently(!) of other elements. But it means that

is uncountable.

Cantor set is a classical example of a “bad” set. It is mainly used to construct
various (counter)examples. Particularly, it allows to prove an existence of a set
[with zero Lebesgue measure], which does not belong to the Borel

-algebra.

However, we can consider this topic only after we get familiar with measurable
functions.
Example 2.4.2.2 (A non measurable set on

(w.r.t the Lebesgue measure))

In order to give such example, which all the same is non-constructive, we have to
do a lot of preparatory work. First of all let us (so far14) accept without a proof that
the Lebesgue measure is translation-invariant, which means that if a set
measurable then a set

is

is measurable too and moreover

. In simple words it means that shifting a set will not change its
Lebesgue measure; well, an obvious property for a quantity, which generalizes the
notion of length. The translation invariance holds also for the outer measure

14

.

Later we [probably] will prove the translation invariance of the Lebesgue measure for the general case of
.
Moreover, it turns out that there is no -finite(!) translation-invariant measure in infinite-dimensional space ,
instead there is a so-called Gaussian measure, which is relevant to the Wiener Process… But the Hilbert space
and the Wiener process are [definitely] to study in the following chapters.
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The second step is to recall / get familiar with the Axiom of choice. It says that for
every system

of the pairwise-disjoint nonempty sets

(parliament), which contains exactly one element from each

there is a set
.

The Axiom of choice is a generalization of our day-to-day experience with finite
sets. But the index

can run through arbitrary set of values, which e.g. can be even

larger than continuum. And in case of infinite

we come to such unbelievable

things as Banach-Tarski paradox. But the most of mathematicians accept the
Axiom

of

choice,

since

otherwise

the

mathematics

gets

significantly

impoverished...
So let us start with a non-measurable set. For
. Denote this relation with

. It holds:

• (Reflexivity)

i.e.

• (Symmetry) if

then

i.e.

and

then

• (Transitivity) if

Thus

consider a relation

is a rational number.
i.e.

is an equivalence relation. In particular, it means that

disjoint(!) equivalence classes. If
And it cannot be that

then

splits

into

are in the same equivalence class.

are in the same equivalence class,

too but

are

not: this would violate the transitivity.
We denote these equivalence classes with
is an arbitrary representative of
We constitute a set

and

, where

.

, which includes exactly one(!) representative of each

equivalence class.
is claimed to be non measurable.
One proves it ad absurdum.
It holds

.

It is important to understand clearly, that the union at the right-hand side is really
disjoint, i.e.
that

for

. Were it not true, it would mean

contains more than one representative of some equivalence class.
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Due to the translation invariance, monotonicity of the outer measure, sigmaadditivity of the measure and the measurability15 of

we have

since

and
Define

.

and

.

.

Then

Applying -additivity and translation invariance of the measure we come to

and since

is bounded for all

for all

Thus

one obtains

. Since

we have that
a.

thus by Theorem 2.2.3.7

Preposition 2.4.2.1

If

is a measurable subset of

Proof. Since

for

it also holds that

then

.

where

and

. Analogously to Example 2.4.2.2(III)

we obtain

for all

Thus

and thus
■

Preposition 2.4.2.2

Every

such that

contains a non-

we have just as in case of

that

measurable subset.
15

if

I kindly ask you to believe without a prove that in case of
is measurable.
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is not measurable then the statement is trivial. So assume

and due to the

measurable. It holds that

at least for one fixed

subadditivity of the outer measure
. A set

is

is of course not measurable (if it were, either should be
, which is not).

We

have

thus

by

Preposition

2.4.2.1

a.

So

is non measurable.
■
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2.5 Literature review for Chapter 2

1. Kolmogorov A.N. and Fomin S.V.

Measure, Lebesgue Integral and

Hilbert Space Academic Press, 1961
At

pp. 1-19 it gives an excellent introduction to a measure on

. You

definitely should read these pages as a complement to (or instead of?!) the
chapter 2 of my book. If you feel you can read it easily then you are ready for
an abstract measure theory.
As a matter of fact I used a later Russian edition of this book “Элементы
теории меры и функционального анализа”, in which they use the ValléePoussin’s measurability criterion as a definition of measurability (thus avoiding
an introduction of the inner measure

) Although the inner measure (in

contrast to the outer one) is not important for the following more general
[abstract] measure theory, it allows to elucidate beautiful example with
completely.

Since I find the motivation power of this example

extremely high, I could not avoid the inner measure.
But in the English translation the authors (or the translators?) do introduce the
inner measure. Had I known it in advance, I would probably refer the readers to
this book instead of writing chapter 2. But now it is too late ☺.
2. Schulz, Friedmar.

Maß and Integral (lecture notes)

Wintersemester

1995/96, 2nd (corrected) print.
The lecture notes by Prof. Schulz were my 3rd attempt to learn the measure
theory, as I started my Master studying in the University of Ulm.
Considering the structure of the chapter 2 I have borrowed a lot from this
lecture notes. I did some simplifications, e.g. I considered

instead of

in

order to avoid some technical complications, which are intolerable for an
introductory(!) stuff. I also decided for the original Lebesgue approach (with
inner measure) and not for the Carathéodory construction, which is essential for
a general measure theory but is not at all intuitive.
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3. Соболев В.И. (Sobolev V.I.)16

Лекции по дополнительным главам

математического анализа (Lectures on advanced topics in mathematical
analysis) Москва «Наука» 1968 .
The author has definitely borrowed a lot from “The theory of functions” by E.C.
Titchmarsch, Oxford University Press, 1939. He extensively uses the inner

measure but uses open sets (and not the system of all intervals

) as a starting

point. Such approach can hardly be reconciled with the motto “the Lebesgue
measure generalizes the notion of length”. Neither can it reinforce our intuition
when we start dealing with abstract semirings.

16

Not to confuse with Sobolev S. L. , after whom the Sobolev spaces are named
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